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Abstract: We present a novel surface plasmon resonance (SPR) configuration based on narrow groove (sub-15 nm) plasmonic nano-gratings such that normally incident radiation can be coupled into surface plasmons without the use of prism-coupling based total internal reflection, as in the classical Kretschmann configuration. This eliminates the angular dependence requirements of SPR-based sensing and allows development of robust miniaturized SPR sensors. Simulations based on Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis (RCWA) were carried out to numerically calculate the reflectance - from different gold and silver nano-grating structures - as a function of the localized refractive index of the media around the SPR nano-gratings as well as the incident radiation wavelength and angle of incidence. Our calculations indicate substantially higher differential reflectance signals, on localized change of refractive index in the narrow groove plasmonic gratings, as compared to those obtained from conventional SPR-based sensing systems. Furthermore, these calculations allow determination of the optimal nano-grating geometric parameters - i.e. nanoline periodicity, spacing between the nanolines, as well as the height of the nanolines in the nano-grating - for highest sensitivity to localized change of refractive index, as would occur due to binding of a biomolecule target to a functionalized nano-grating surface.
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1. Introduction

Plasmon resonances in metallic nanostructures - thin films, nanopillars fabricated on planar surfaces, and nanoparticles - are collective oscillations of the conduction band electrons, which are excited when radiation of certain wavelengths is incident on these nanostructures. Excitation of surface plasmons leads to an increase in the electromagnetic fields in the vicinity of metallic thin films and nanostructures and this has been exploited for the fabrication of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) based [1–7], localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) based [8–12] and surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) based [13–17] sensors. Plasmon resonances of noble metal nanostructures (mainly gold and silver) are conventionally employed for developing SPR, LSPR, and SERS based sensors as these nanostructures resonantly scatter or absorb light in the visible and near-infrared spectra. SPR sensors are conventionally based on detecting changes of refractive indices - both in the bulk media around the metallic films or in the vicinity of the continuous metallic films having nano-scale thickness, conventionally between 30 and 60 nm - employing both angular and wavelength interrogation methods. SPR imaging (SPRI) sensors [18–20] have also been employed for chemical and biological sensing applications. SPR imaging (SPRI) sensors 


waveguide coupling (which includes optical fiber waveguides [1-2]) for coupling of the incident radiation into surface plasmons. SPR is employed for sensitive and label-free biosensing of analyte molecules that adsorb or bind on the surface of the metallic thin film (of a plasmonics-active material such as gold, silver, or copper) thereby changing the oscillation of the surface plasmons, which in turn effects the modulation of the light reflected form the metallic thin film [1–7]. This modulation could be monitored by the angular distributions of reflection and transmission, wavelength, intensity, phase, and polarization changes. On the other hand, the LSPR based sensors are conventionally based on detecting changes in the localized refractive indices - in the vicinity (less than 10 nm away from the surface of the nanostructures) of metallic nanoparticles or nanopillars fabricated on planar surfaces - by detecting the shifts in the plasmon resonance wavelengths associated with the nanostructures (includes individual nanostructures as well as clusters and arrays of these nanostructures).

The localized refractive index changes may be caused due to deposition or binding of certain molecules or other materials on the surface of the nanostructures. There are limits on the sensitivities of the conventional SPR sensors [21–22] and some recent research has involved studying the effect of nano-structuration of the metallic thin films for increasing the sensitivity of these sensors [23–25]. Theoretical calculations by Byun et al. [23] indicate that an increase in sensitivity is to be expected for nanostructured gold films. While Masson et al. [24] have shown increased sensitivity to localized refractive index changes by developing arrays of nanoholes in gold films, Malic et al. [25] have demonstrated an increase in sensitivity of biomolecular detection by employing nanopillar arrays. On the other hand, nanohole arrays [26-33] in metallic thin films have also been extensively employed for sensing applications. Most of these studies have lead to a modest increase in the sensitivity of the sensors over that of metallic thin films employed for SPR or SPR1 based sensing.

In this paper, we describe a novel SPR sensor platform - that does not employ the Kretschmann configuration and is based on direct coupling of normally incident radiation into
narrow groove metallic nano-gratings - that is very sensitive to localized changes in refractive index in the vicinity of the metallic surface of the nano-gratings. The sensing approach described in this paper does not require any prism coupling mechanism thereby enabling capability of miniaturization of these sensors. Moreover, the sensing mechanism is based on normal incidence of radiation on the sensor surface thereby removing any stringent coupling angle requirements as in the conventional Kretschmann based SPR sensors. The calculations described in this paper elucidate that very high values of differential reflectance signals (between reflectance signals before and after localized changes of refractive indices on the surface of the metallic nano-gratings) are obtained when the optimal configuration (periodicity, filling factor, height) of the nano-grating structures are employed. The simple one-dimensional nano-grating structures described in this paper can be fabricated without much difficulty. Moreover, we illustrate that the nano-grating sensors are not very sensitive to bulk changes in refractive index thereby making them very robust and less sensitive to temperature variations (and therefore temperature-dependent refractive index variations) in the bulk refractive index around the nano-gratings.

Narrow groove metallic gratings exhibit direct coupling of normally incident radiation to surface plasmons. Virgin et al. [34] derived mathematical relationships between the electric and magnetic fields in between rectangular grooves in zero-order silver gratings and demonstrated a substantial increase in the electric field intensity inside the grooves as the spacing between the metallic gratings decreased. Tan et al. [35] and Garcia Vidal et al. [36] explained the phenomenon of coupling of p-polarized incident radiation to surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes in short-pitch metallic gratings [37–41]. The narrow width of the grooves leads to strong coupling between surface charges on opposing walls of an individual grating groove, thereby leading to formation of standing SPP modes localized inside the groove. The coupling between the SPP modes inside the individual grooves increases with decreasing groove width. Each SPP standing mode in the individual grooves couples to the corresponding mode in the neighboring grooves leading to formation of very flat SPP bands. Due to the generation of a series of standing SPP modes inside each groove, the dispersion relation (\(\omega-k_x\) relationship) of the grating has multiple points of intersection with the light line (dispersion relation of the incident radiation, \(k_x = \omega/c\)) indicating coupling of multiple wavelengths to the SPP modes in the individual grooves in the grating. The narrow groove plasmonic nano-gratings described in this paper are different from the one-dimensional plasmonic gratings [42] or two-dimensional nanohole arrays [26–29] employed conventionally for coupling of the incident radiation into surface plasmons as in those gratings the coupling of the incident radiation occurs when the wave vector of surface plasmons is the sum of the wave vectors of the incident radiation in the direction of the surface plasmon wave propagation and the allowed momentum vectors of the periodic structure of the one-dimensional gratings or the nanohole arrays.

Garcia-Vidal et al. [36] have described theoretical calculations for EM fields around a metallic reflection grating schematically shown in Fig. 1b - a metallic film having periodic rectangular grooves with a periodicity ‘P’ and \(\lambda>P\) and the length of the grooved surface being infinitely long in one direction - on which p-polarized light (having wavelength \(\lambda\)) is incident normally. Garcia-Vidal et al. [36] showed that the enhancement of the electric-field intensity inside the grooves as a function of the incident field (the electric field inside the grooves i.e. \(E_{\text{groove}}\) in terms of the incident electric field i.e. \(E_{\text{incident}}\)) is proportional to \((P/W)^2\) in the case of cavity resonances (\(\lambda>>H\), when \(\sin(k_0H) = 1\). This explains the increase of EM field enhancement as the nano-scale gap ‘W’ between the metallic nano-gratings is decreased.

We describe theoretical studies of employing the metallic (both gold and silver) nano-gratings for surface plasmon sensing of localized changes of refractive index on the surface of the nano-gratings such as those caused by binding events such as DNA-DNA binding or antigen-antibody binding or deposition of very thin layers (such as monolayers) of molecules or other materials. We study the sensitivity of the surface plasmon sensing, more specifically the effect on differential reflectance before and after the change of the localized refractive index in the vicinity of the nano-grating surface. In order to demonstrate the high sensitivity
of the plasmonic nano-gratings over continuous plasmonic thin films, we provide comparisons between differential reflectance signals obtained from the change of the localized refractive index in the vicinity of a continuous thin metallic film - in which the surface plasmons are coupled using the Kretschmann configuration - with the nano-gratings on which the radiation is incident normally and no Kretschmann coupling mechanism is required. We compare the reflection spectra calculations for nano-gratings of non-plasmonic materials such as titanium, silicon, and silicon-dioxide with those from plasmonic materials such as silver and gold and show that the plasmon resonance peaks are visible only for nano-gratings of the plasmonic metals (silver and gold). We describe the effect of periodicity, filling factor, and height on the plasmon resonance wavelengths as well as the plasmonic wavelength band structure associated with the plasmonic nano-gratings. Moreover, we study the effect of these parameters on the sensitivity of the surface plasmon sensing, more specifically the effect on differential reflectance before and after the change of the localized refractive index in the vicinity of the nano-grating surface. The effect of decreasing the nanoscale gaps between the lines of the nano-gratings, on the sensitivity of the surface plasmon sensing, was also studied. It has to be noted that the plasmonic nano-gratings described in this paper having sub-15 nm gaps are possible to fabricate due to the recent advances in nanofabrication capabilities [43–55]. While electron beam lithography [43,44] and focused ion beam milling [45–48] of metallic nanostructures can allow development of plasmonic nano-grating structures with sub-20 nm spacing between the nanolines, recent research has led to the development of some novel fabrication techniques [49–54] that can potentially allow the development of sub-10 nm spacings between the metallic nanostructures. The current state-of-the-art as well as the recent developments in nanolithography can enable the development of the narrow groove nano-grating structures that are described in this paper; thereby making the concept of employing of narrow groove plasmonic nano-grating structures for surface plasmon resonance sensing more viable and practical.

2. Numerical simulations based on rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) and finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations

2-D Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis (RCWA) calculations [56–58] of reflectance from the metallic nano-grating structures was carried out using an software called DiffractMOD 3.1. The DiffractMOD software calculates the diffraction efficiency and field distribution for 2D or 3D periodic structures such as the nano-grating structures described in this work and is extensively employed for the design and modelling of photonic structures and devices such as subwavelength structures, photonic bandgap crystals, and other grating-assisted devices. The DiffractMOD 3.1 software is based on Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis (RCWA) and Modal Transmission Line theory (MTL). RCWA algorithms allow a full vectorial solution of the Maxwell's equations in the Fourier domain, wherein periodic permittivity functions are represented using Fourier harmonics and the electromagnetic fields are represented as summations over coupled waves.

In the RCWA calculations carried out for the gold and silver nano-grating structures, TM polarized plane waves (at different wavelengths of incidence) were incident normally at the grating structures (Fig. 1b) and the reflectance calculated as a function of the incident wavelength. Firstly, the effect of nanoline dimensions - such as periodicity ‘P’, spacing ‘W’, and height ‘H’ (Fig. 1b) - on the plasmon resonance wavelength associated with the nanowire structures was calculated. Tuning of the nano-grating dimensions - to tune the plasmon resonances associated with the metallic nanoline structures - is important to ensure that the plasmon resonance sensing based on the nanoline gratings could be carried out in different spectral regimes. Moreover, it allows tuning of the plasmon resonance wavelengths to those of conventional light sources (both LEDs and Lasers). The RCWA calculations were carried out to determine the effect of varying the refractive index of bulk media around the nano-gratings as well as localized changes of refractive index (such as those caused by binding of a biomolecule target to a functionalized nano-grating surface). This software enables RCWA analysis of the metallic media to include dispersion relations of the dielectric constants of the
metals [59]. RCWA analysis significantly decreases computational time and required memory size as compared to the FDTD method and was therefore employed to calculate the wavelength and angular dependence of the reflectance from metal-coated nanowire gratings.

Finite-Difference Time-Domain algorithms [60] analyze structures by solving the differential form of coupled Maxwell’s equations. Our group has previously employed FDTD for modeling electromagnetic fields around metallic nanostructures of different geometries [46, 59]. In this work, we employed an FDTD software called FullWAVE 6.0 by R-Soft to carry out analysis for our plasmonic nanostructures. FDTD analysis described in these calculations incorporates the effects of dispersion relations, i.e., the effects of wavelength dependence of the dielectric constants of the metallic structures, such as the Debye or Lorentz models. In the simulations, we use an extended Debye dispersion model for determining the dielectric constant for gold and silver [59]. 2-D solutions were obtained for electromagnetic fields around the gold and silver nanoline gratings. Electromagnetic fields (i.e., E and H fields in the x, y, and z directions) in the vicinity of the metallic nanoline gratings were calculated assuming plane wave illumination, with wavelengths varying between 300 nm and 1200 nm. The magnitude of the incident electric fields was taken to be unity and the enhancement of electromagnetic fields, around the nano-gratings, evaluated. The time steps (Δt) employed in these simulations were selected to be small enough such that the Courant stability criterion [60] was satisfied. For FDTD calculations involving the plasmonic nano-gratings, the grid sizes in x, y, and z directions (Δx, Δy, and Δz) were selected to be such that the value of the E field intensities around the nano-gratings became independent of the grid sizes.

3. Results and discussions

The narrow groove nano-grating based SPR sensors are substantially different from conventional SPR sensors that employ the Kretschmann or Otto configurations. They do not require any prism coupling mechanism and are based on normal incidence of radiation on the sensor surface. This removes the stringent coupling angle requirements as in the conventional Kretschmann based SPR sensors and can also enable miniaturization of these sensors. Along with these advantages, we also observe from Fig. 2 that the narrow groove nano-grating sensors are more sensitive to localized changes in refractive index as compared with the conventional Kretschmann based SPR sensors. Figure 2 shows rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) calculations showing shifts in the plasmon resonance dips in the reflectance spectra as a 1 nm thick film, having a refractive index of 1.53, is deposited on the surface of the gold and silver films and narrow groove nano-gratings shown in Fig. 1. While Figs. 2a and 2b show RCWA calculations for the reflectance spectra for gold and silver continuous thin films (30 –60 nm thick) acquired using the angular interrogation method, Figs. 2c and 2d show RCWA calculations for the reflectance spectra for gold and silver continuous thin films acquired using the spectral interrogation method. One can observe from Figs. 2a and 2b that the maximum value of the differential reflectance signal is 0.094 or 9.4% and 0.038 or 3.8% for silver and gold continuous films respectively when the calculations are carried out using the angular interrogation method at 660 nm wavelength. Employing the spectral interrogation method, the maximum values of the differential reflectance signals are 0.1077 or 10.77% and 0.082 or 8.2% for silver and gold continuous films - the maxima in the differential reflectance signals occurring at 1035 nm and 1037 nm for silver and gold, respectively. The angles of incidence - at which the maxima in the differential reflectance signals were observed for silver and gold continuous thin films - were 63.5 and 63.8 degrees respectively. Moreover, the
Fig. 2. Rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) calculations showing reflectance curves with localized refractive index around the film being 1.33 in green and 1.53 (n=1.53 for 1 nm above the metallic film, the remaining region having n=1.33) in blue for a planar metallic film (50 nm plasmonics-active metal and 5 nm Ti) deposited on a BK7 glass prism employed for SPR measurements. Reflectance and differential reflectance plots for angular interrogation are provided, the plasmonic metal being (a) Gold and (b) Silver. Reflectance and differential reflectance plots are provided for spectral interrogation, the plasmonic metal being (c) Gold and (d) Silver. RCWA calculations showing reflectance curve (differential reflectance in red, reflectance curves with localized refractive index around the grating n=1.33 in green and with n = 1.53 in blue) for a narrow groove metallic nano-grating (with 100 nm height and periodicity as well as 7 nm groove width) for a 1nm binding of target (refractive index = 1.53) on the surface of the metallic film for (e) Gold nano-grating, and (f) Silver nano-grating.
minima in the minimum value being $-0.0396$) for silver and gold continuous films, respectively. Employing the spectral interrogation method, the maximum values of the differential reflectance signals are $0.101$ or $10.1\%$ and $0.0529$ or $5.29\%$ for silver and gold continuous films respectively when the plasmon resonance related dips in the reflectance spectra (before and after the localized refractive index change) - as well as the maxima and the minima in the differential reflectance curves - lie in the spectral regions less than $800$ nm (see Figs. 2c and 2d). The angles of incidence - at which the maxima in the differential reflectance signals were observed for silver and gold continuous thin films when the wavelength of the incident radiation is below $800$ nm - were $66$ and $68$ degrees respectively.

On the other hand, when narrow groove nano-gratings - with $100$ nm height $'H'$ and periodicity $'P'$ and $7$ nm groove width $'W'$ - are employed for SPR sensing of a $1$ nm thin film on the metallic film surface, the differential signal is $0.373$ or $37.3\%$ for silver nano-gratings and $0.017$ or $17\%$ for gold nano-gratings. Even when the planar gold films are normalized for the surface area - such that they have equivalent surface area as the nano-gratings with $100$ nm height $'H'$ and periodicity $'P'$ and a $7$ nm groove width $'W'$, the area of these nano-gratings being $3$ times that of a continuous metallic films - the values of the normalized differential reflectance signals for silver and gold films are $0.26$ or $26\%$ and $0.093$ or $9.3\%$ respectively, which are lower than the values for the differential reflectance signals from silver and gold nano-gratings ($37\%$ and $17\%$ respectively). When the values of $'H'$, $'P'$ and $'W'$ are optimized to obtain the maximum value of the differential signals, one could observe values as high as $0.75$ or $75\%$ for silver and $0.63$ or $63\%$ for gold films (when the values of $'H'$ and periodicity $'P'$ are $50$ nm and $100$ nm respectively and groove width $'W'$ is $3$ nm) and $0.66$ or $66\%$ for silver and $0.52$ or $52\%$ for gold films (when the values of $'H'$ and periodicity $'P'$ are $50$ nm and $100$ nm respectively and groove width $'W'$ is $4$ nm). These calculations highlight that very high values of differential reflectance signals (between reflectance signals before and after localized changes of refractive indices on the surface of the metallic nano-gratings) are obtained by employing the narrow groove nano-gratings. While we select $1$ nm thickness of the thin film layer (thickness of the molecule film layer attached/bound to the metal surface, see Fig. 1b) on the metallic surface of the nano-gratings for ease of our calculations, the actual thickness of the layer could be greater than this value.

The geometry of the narrow groove plasmonic nano-gratings determines the wavelength at which the dip in the plasmon resonance wavelength occurs. One of the critical geometric parameters – the spacing $'W'$ between the adjacent nanolines in the nano-gratings - has a substantial effect on the plasmon resonance dips in the reflectance spectra for narrow groove metallic nano-gratings as shown in Fig. 3. These plasmonic nano-gratings have very narrow gaps between adjacent nanolines, where the gap $'W'$ << Periodicity $'P'$. The narrow groove nano-gratings described in this paper are different from the conventional grating-based or nanohole array-based SPR sensors with the periodicities and the width of the grooves ($'P'$ between $20$ and $200$ nm and $'W'$ between $4$ and $25$ nm) being considerably smaller than those of conventional grating-based or nanohole array-based SPR sensors ($'P'$ between $400$ and $1500$ nm and $'W'$ between $100$ and $300$ nm). Moreover, the narrow groove nano-grating sensors have different mechanism for coupling of the incident radiation to surface plasmons (SPs) as compared with the conventional grating-based or nanohole array-based SPR sensors. While the conventional grating-based and nanohole array based SPR sensors employ the allowed momentum vectors of the periodic structure of the one-dimensional gratings or the nanohole arrays for coupling to SPs, the narrow width of the grooves leads to strong coupling between surface charges on opposing walls of an individual grating groove, thereby leading to formation of standing SPP modes localized inside the groove. The coupling between the SPP modes inside the individual grooves increases with decreasing groove width [34–41]. We can
Fig. 3. RCWA calculations showing the effect of nano-grating groove width ‘W’ on the plasmon resonance dips in the reflectance spectra for narrow groove metallic nano-gratings: (a) Gold nano-grating, and (b) Silver nano-grating. The nano-grating height ‘H’ and periodicity ‘P’ are 100 nm and the refractive index of the medium surrounding the nano-grating was 1.33.

observe from the RCWA calculations shown in Fig. 3a that the plasmon resonance wavelengths can be tuned from 1050 nm to 650 nm as the values of ‘W’ for gold nano-gratings is increased from 3 nm to 12 nm. Similarly, we can observe from the RCWA calculations shown in Fig. 3b that the plasmon resonance wavelengths can be tuned from 1020 nm to 570 nm as the values of ‘W’ for silver nano-gratings is increased from 3 nm to 12 nm. One can also observe from Figs. 3a and 3b that the plasmon resonance related dips in the reflectance spectra become lower in magnitude as the values of ‘W’ are increased. In the case
Fig. 4. Effect of Periodicity ‘\(P\)’ of gold narrow groove plasmonic nano-grating structure on reflection spectra from the nano-gratings for different filling factors ‘\(FF\)’ of the nano-gratings: (a) 0.05, (b) 0.06, (c) 0.07, (d) 0.08, (e) 0.10, (f) 0.14, (g) 0.16, and (h) 0.2. In the calculations, the localized refractive index around the gold nano-gratings was taken as 1.53 (\(n=1.53\) for 1 nm above the metallic film, the remaining region having \(n=1.33\)) and height ‘\(H\)’ was 100 nm.
Fig. 5. Effect of Periodicity ‘\( P \)’ of silver narrow groove plasmonic nano-grating structure on reflection spectra from the nano-gratings for different filling factors ‘\( FF \)’ of the nano-gratings: (a) 0.05, (b) 0.06, (c) 0.07, (d) 0.08, (e) 0.10, (f) 0.14, (g) 0.2, and (h) 0.3. In the calculations, the localized refractive index around the silver nano-gratings was taken as 1.53 (\( n=1.53 \) for 1 nm above the metallic film, the remaining region having \( n=1.33 \)) and height ‘\( H \)’ was 100 nm.

of silver nano-gratings, the plasmon-resonance dips can be clearly observed for groove widths ‘\( W \)’ as large as 30 nm, where as for gold nano-gratings they can be clearly observed for groove widths ‘\( W \)’ as large as 16 nm. This implies that nano-gratings with narrow grooves -
as large as 30 nm in the case of silver nano-gratings and as large as 16 nm in the case of gold nano-gratings - can be employed for SPR sensor development. Fabrication of nano-scale gaps of these dimensions (greater than 12 nm) between nanolines in plasmonic nano-gratings can be carried out by conventional focused ion beam milling methods and single-step electron beam lithography thereby highlighting that fabrication of these SPR sensors is feasible. One can also observe from Fig. 3 that along with the decrease in intensity of the dips in the reflectance spectra with an increase in the groove widths \( W \), the full wave half maxima (FWHMs) of the plasmon resonance related dips in the reflectance spectra also decrease, especially in the case of silver nano-gratings. Although the results shown in Fig. 3 are for nano-grating height \( H \) and periodicity \( P \) being 100 nm, similar observations were made for other values of \( H \) and \( P \) lying in between 50 nm and 250 nm.

The effect of periodicity of the plasmonic nano-gratings on the plasmonic band structure for gold nano-gratings is shown in Fig. 4. One can observe in Fig. 4 that a plasmonic band associated with the main plasmon resonance related dip in the reflectance spectra is clearly visible along with some bands associated with the other plasmon resonance related dips. Figures 4a-4h show that the bands associated with the main plasmon resonance related dip in the reflectance spectra are clearly visible for the filling factors (filling factor \( F = W/P \), where \( W \) is the spacing between the adjacent nanolines in the plasmonic nano-grating and \( P \) is the periodicity of the nano-grating) less than 0.10 but become less prominent as the filling factor is increased to 0.14. Moreover, the plasmon resonance band stretches to a periodicity of only 100 nm for \( F \) values being above 0.10 (the value of nano-grating groove width \( W \) for these parameters being 10 nm), highlighting the geometric parameters - periodicity \( P \) of the nanolines in the nano-gratings and width \( W \) of the gaps between these nanolines - are critical in determining whether the nano-gratings could be effectively employed for the development of SPR sensors. Similarly, the effect of periodicity on the plasmonic band structure for silver nano-gratings is shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, one also observes bands associated with the plasmon resonance related dips in the reflectance spectra and that the bands are more visible for the filling factors less than 0.20 but become less prominent for the filling factor values higher than 0.20. For filling factors as high as 0.08, the main plasmon resonance bands stretch to periodicities of 300 nm, indicating that nano-grating structures with 300 nm \( P \) and 24 nm \( W \) can also be feasibly employed for SPR sensing based on the narrow groove gratings.

While periodicity \( P \) and groove widths \( W \) have an effect on the plasmon resonance wavelengths associated with the nano-gratings, another critical parameter is the nano-grating height \( H \) (See Fig. 1). Figures 6 and 7 provide RCWA calculations that show reflectance curves for narrow groove gold and silver nano-gratings as the height \( H \) is varied from 50 nm to 250 nm, while the periodicity \( P \) and the width \( W \) between the nanolines in the nano-grating were 100 nm and 7 nm, respectively. For the calculations shown in Figs. 6-7, we selected the values of \( P \) to be 100 nm as current deep UV lithography, focused ion beam milling, and electron beam lithography technologies allow the development of nanostructures with this periodicity; while the fabrication of sub-10 nm gaps (such as gaps \( W \) being 7 nm) between the nanolines in the plasmonic nano-gratings could be carried out by employing other nanolithography processes that have been recently developed [49–54]. One can observe from Figs. 6a-6d and Figs. 7a-7d that as the height \( H \) of the nano-gratings is increased from 50 nm to 250 nm, the number of plasmon resonance related dips in the reflection spectra increases. In the case of gold nano-gratings, there are one, three, four and five plasmon resonance related dips in the reflection spectra between 400 nm and 1600 nm when the values of \( H \) are 50 nm, 100 nm, 150 nm, 200 nm, and 250 nm, respectively (See Fig. 6 and Fig. 2c). The different dips correspond to the different plasmon resonance modes (indicated as modes M1-M5 in Figs. 6 and 7) that are coupled into the metallic nano-gratings. Similarly, in the case of silver nano-gratings, the number of distinct plasmon resonance related dips between 400 nm and 1600 nm wavelengths are one, two, three, four, and five, respectively,
Fig. 6. (a–d) RCWA calculations showing reflectance curves (differential reflectance in blue, reflectance curves with localized refractive index around the grating \( n = 1.33 \) in green and with \( n = 1.53 \) in red) for a narrow groove gold nano-grating - with 100 nm periodicity and 7 nm groove width - for a 1 nm binding of target (refractive index = 1.53) on the surface of the metallic film. The effect of nano-grating height ‘H’ on the reflection spectra is shown for the following values of ‘H’: (a) 50 nm, (b) 150 nm, (c) 200 nm, (d) 250 nm. (e) The effect of nano-
grating height ‘$H$’ on the amplitude of the differential reflectance (peak maxima – peak minima) for different plasmon modes coupling into the narrow groove gold nano-gratings. The dashed red line provides the maximum value of the amplitude of differential reflectance for a planar gold film evaluated using the Kretschmann configuration and wavelength interrogation, while the dashed light green line provides the maximum value of the amplitude of differential reflectance for a planar gold film evaluated using the Kretschmann configuration when the interrogation wavelength is less than 800 nm. The dashed dark green line provides the maximum value of the amplitude of differential reflectance for a planar gold film - evaluated using Kretschmann configuration and employing wavelength interrogation - that is normalized such that the planar gold film would have the equivalent surface area as would be present in gold nano-gratings of height ‘$H$’, while the dashed blue line provides the normalized value of the maximum amplitude of differential reflectance when the wavelength of interrogation is less than 800 nm.

when the values of ‘$H$’ are 50 nm, 100 nm, 150 nm, 200 nm, and 250 nm, respectively (See Fig. 7 and Fig. 2d). As Figs. 6-7 are plotted for wavelength values less than 1600 nm, mode 1 (M1) is not indicated in these figure as it occurs in the range of 2000 nm to 5000 nm for nano-grating height ‘$H$’ lying between 150 nm and 250 nm for Au nano-gratings, and for ‘$H$’ lying between 100 nm and 250 nm for Ag nano-gratings. The existence of multiple plasmon resonance dips in the reflection spectra indicates that the narrow groove plasmonic gratings can be used for SPR based sensing with light sources of different wavelengths corresponding to the dips in the reflection spectra. For example, the narrow groove silver nano-grating having ‘$H$’ as 150 nm (with ‘$P$’ and ‘$W$’ being 100 nm and 7 nm, respectively) has distinct dips at ~600 nm and ~900 nm and can be employed for surface plasmon resonance sensing using light sources (LEDs or lasers) having these wavelengths (See Fig. 7b). Figures 6 and 7 also show the differential reflectance signals for gold and silver nano-gratings, respectively, and enable us to determine the optimal value of ‘$H$’ that would lead to the highest differential reflectance signals. One can observe from Figs. 6a-6d and Fig. 2c that the narrow groove gold nano-grating - with 100 nm periodicity and 7 nm groove width - has the highest differential reflectance signal (greater than 0.4 or 40%) when ‘$H$’ is 150 nm. Similarly, one can observe from Figs. 7a-7d and Fig. 2d that the narrow groove silver nano-grating - with 100 nm periodicity and 7 nm groove width - has the highest differential reflectance signal (greater than 0.5 or 50%) when ‘$H$’ is 250 nm. The evolutions of the different plasmon resonance modes in gold and silver nano-gratings are shown in Fig. 6e and 7e, respectively. In Fig. 6e, the first plasmon resonance mode is coupled into the gold nano-grating even at very small values of ‘$H$’, and the maxima in this mode (M1) occurs at the value of ‘$H$’ of 15 nm. Similarly, in Fig. 7e, the first plasmon resonance mode (M1) for silver nano-gratings has a maxima occurring at the value of ‘$H$’ of 25 nm. From Figs. 6e and 7e, when the height of the gold and silver nano-gratings is increased, the number of modes increases and there are upto 5 modes for an ‘$H$’ value of 250 nm. From Fig. 6e, the amplitude of the differential reflectance is significantly greater for some plasmon modes coupled into the narrow groove gold nano-gratings such as Mode 2 (M2) for nano-grating heights ‘$H$’ greater than 75 nm and Mode 3 (M3) for nano-grating heights ‘$H$’ greater than 175 nm. Similarly, from Fig. 7e, the amplitude of the differential reflectance is greater for some plasmon modes coupled into the narrow groove silver nano-gratings such as Mode 2 (M2) for nano-grating heights ‘$H$’ greater than 75 nm and Mode 3 (M3) for nano-grating heights ‘$H$’ greater than ~190 nm. From Figs. 6 and 7, the sensitivity advantage (sensitivity is indicated by the amplitude of the differential reflectance before and after a localized change of refractive index in the vicinity of the nano-gratings, specifically 1 nm around the nano-grating surface) of employing narrow groove nano-gratings over continuous metallic films for modes 2, and 3 (M2-M3) is greater for gold nano-gratings as compared with silver nano-gratings - particularly for the case when the normalized value of the maximum amplitude of differential reflectance is calculated for the interrogation wavelengths less than 800 nm. This highlights the suitability of gold narrow groove nano-gratings for sensing localized changes in refractive index around the plasmonic nano-gratings. Moreover, the gold nano-gratings are expected to be chemically stable and
Fig. 7. (a-d) RCWA calculations showing reflectance curves (differential reflectance in blue, reflectance curves with localized refractive index around the grating $n = 1.33$ in green and with $n = 1.53$ in red) for a narrow groove silver nano-grating - with 100 nm periodicity and 7 nm groove width - for a 1 nm binding of target (refractive index = 1.53) on the surface of the metallic film. The effect of nano-grating height $H$ on the reflection spectra is shown for the following values of $H$: (a) 50 nm, (b) 150 nm, (c) 200 nm, (d) 250 nm. (e) The effect of nano-
grating height ‘H’ on the amplitude of the differential reflectance (peak maxima – peak minima) for different plasmon modes coupling into the narrow groove silver nano-gratings. The dashed red line provides the maximum value of the amplitude of differential reflectance for a planar silver film evaluated using the Kretschmann configuration and wavelength interrogation, while the dashed light green line provides the maximum value of the amplitude of differential reflectance for a planar silver film evaluated using the Kretschmann configuration when the interrogation wavelength is less than 800 nm. The dashed dark green line provides the maximum value of the amplitude of differential reflectance for a planar silver film - evaluated using Kretschmann configuration and employing wavelength interrogation - that is normalized such that the planar silver film would have the equivalent surface area as would be present in silver nano-gratings of height ‘H’, while the dashed blue line provides the normalized value of the maximum amplitude of differential reflectance when the wavelength of interrogation is less than 800 nm.

would be ideal for developing plasmon resonance based sensing devices. Moreover, the plasmon mode M1 coupled into the narrow groove gratings provides significantly higher value of the amplitude of the differential reflectance as compared to the normalized value of the differential reflectance for a planar gold film (having an equivalent surface area as the nano-gratings) for ‘H’ values lying between 10 nm and 25 nm. This shows that the narrow groove nano-gratings with shallow depths (10-25 nm) can also be effectively employed for sensing of localized changes of refractive indices in the vicinity of the nano-gratings. Moreover, fabrication of shallow narrow groove (less than 25 nm) gold or silver nano-gratings via focused ion beam milling or other nanofabrication methods can be accomplished with more precision as compared to nano-gratings that are very deep (‘H’ being greater than 100 nm).

In this paper, we have also discussed how normally incident radiation can be coupled into surface plasmons using the narrow groove plasmonic nano-gratings. Figure 8a shows the angle dependence of the reflectance from gold and silver narrow groove nano-gratings when the incident radiation is at 761 nm for the gold nano-grating and 705 nm for the silver nano-grating corresponding to their plasmon resonance wavelengths at normal incidence, respectively. From Fig. 8a, between –60 and 60 degrees, although the maxima in the reflectance signals occurs for normal incidence of the radiation on the nano-gratings, angles that are not normal (say 15 degrees) can also be employed for the SPR sensing purposes. This could greatly facilitate the experimental setup for the SPR measurements and enable different beam directions for the incident and reflected beams. Figure 8b shows a comparison of RCWA calculations of reflectance spectra from nanolines grating structures of different materials, for normally incident radiation on these nano-gratings. Once can observe that the plasmon resonance related dips in the reflection spectra are only visible for plasmonic materials such as gold and silver and not for other materials such as silicon and silicon-dioxide or even non-plasmonic metals such as titanium. This provides further evidence of the role of surface plasmons in the coupling of radiation into the narrow groove nano-gratings.

Theoretical analysis of the enhancement of EM fields inside plasmonic narrow groove nano-gratings were previously described in literature [36, 37]. We carried out FDTD calculations to show the spatial distribution of the EM fields inside the narrow groove nano-gratings (See Fig. 9). Figure 9a shows the electric field enhancement when the gap between the adjacent nanolines of silver nano-gratings is 7 nm, the periodicity and the height of the narrow groove nano-grating being 100 nm. Similarly Fig. 9b shows the electric field enhancement for gold nano-gratings with a nanolines gap of 7 nm. From Figs. 9a-9b, the highest E-field enhancement is near the top of the nano-grating. As described earlier [36, 37], the coupling of the incident radiation to surface plasmons occurs primarily due to cavity modes inside the narrow slits. This leads to surface plasmons traveling in both directions along the inner metallic surfaces of the narrow groove in the grating. As the spacing between the adjacent nanolines of the nano-grating is reduced, coupling between the SPs traveling along the nanowire walls occurs which sets up standing waves (multiple standing surface
Fig. 8. (a) RCWA calculations showing the effect of angle of incidence on reflectance - the wavelength of the incident radiation being the plasmon resonance wavelength for the gold (761 nm) and silver (702 nm) nanolines grating structures. The nano-grating height ‘H’ and periodicity ‘P’ are 100 nm, the spacing ‘W’ between the nanolines is 7 nm, and the refractive index of the medium surrounding the nano-grating is 1.33. (b) RCWA calculations showing the reflectance spectra from nanolines grating structures of different materials, for normally incident radiation on these nano-gratings. For all nano-grating materials, the nano-grating height ‘H’ and periodicity ‘P’ are 100 nm, the spacing ‘W’ between the nanolines is 7 nm, and the refractive index of the medium surrounding the nano-grating is 1.33.
Fig. 9. FDTD Simulations showing EM field enhancement (at plasmon resonance wavelengths) in the narrow gaps between neighboring nanolines of a nano-gratings having 100 nm Periodicity 'P' and Height 'H', and 7 nm gap between adjacent nanolines for: (a) Silver and (b) Gold nano-gratings. In these calculations, the direction of the TM radiation incident on the nano-gratings is the ‘Z’ direction.
Fig. 10. Reflectance spectra obtained from RCWA simulations showing the effect of varying the bulk refractive ‘\( n_2 \)’ on the plasmon resonance wavelength peak for (a) Au nano-grating and (b) Ag nano-grating; the periodicity ‘\( P \)’ and height ‘\( H \)’ being 100 nm and the spacing between the nanolines ‘\( W \)’ being 7 nm.

Plasmon polaritons modes are set up inside each groove in the narrow groove nano-grating and high enhancement of EM fields in these gaps.

Figure 10 shows the effect of varying the bulk refractive ‘\( n_2 \)’ on the plasmon resonance wavelength dip in the reflectance spectra for gold and silver narrow groove nano-gratings. The plasmon resonance wavelength red-shifts are observed on increasing the bulk refractive index from 1.33 to 1.4 for both gold and silver nano-gratings. The sensitivity to changes in the refractive index are calculated as ~500 nm/RIU in the case of gold narrow groove nano-gratings and ~450 nm/RIU in the case of silver narrow groove nano-gratings. These values of sensitivities to changes in bulk refractive indices are lower than that obtained from gold and silver continuous thin films evaluated by using the Kretschmann configuration. Lower sensitivity to changes in bulk refractive index implies that the narrow groove silver or gold nano-gratings - that are extremely sensitive to localized changes in the refractive index in the vicinity of the metal films of the nano-gratings - are more stable for use as biosensors as they will be affected less by the changes in bulk refractive index of the media surrounding the sensors, which could result from temperature variations.

Finally, we optimize the values of periodicity ‘\( P \)’ of the nano-gratings as well as the groove width ‘\( W \)’ to determine the maximum possible value of differential reflectance signal...
upon binding of a 1 nm thick target (having a refractive index of 1.53) on the surface of the metallic film. The differential reflectance signals for gold nano-gratings, having ‘$W$’ values varying between 3 nm and 20 nm and ‘$P$’ values between 50 nm and 200 nm are shown in Fig. 11. As discussed earlier in Figs. 6-7, the value of the amplitude of the differential reflectance can be significantly higher (for certain plasmon resonance modes coupled into the nano-gratings) than those for a planar gold film that is evaluated using the Kretschmann configuration and the wavelength interrogation method. In the plots of differential reflectance signals for different values of periodicities (shown in Figs. 11a-11d), one can observe an increase in the differential reflectance signals as the nano-grating groove width ‘$W$’ is reduced, especially when ‘$W$’ is reduced below 8 nm. The increase in differential reflectance signals (and therefore high sensitivity of the nano-gratings when employed as sensors) as ‘$W$’ is decreased, could be attributed to the increase in enhancement of electric fields inside the narrow groove nano-gratings with a decrease in the gap between the nanolines of the nano-gratings [36, 37]. Higher the values of EM fields inside the narrow grooves of the nano-gratings, greater shifts in the plasmon resonance wavelengths are expected when the localized refractive index - of the medium in the vicinity of the metal film forming the nano-grating - is
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Fig. 11. RCWA calculations showing differential reflectance curves for a change of the localized refractive index - 1 nm above the metallic film surface of a narrow groove gold nano-grating - from $n = 1.33$ to $n = 1.53$ upon binding of a 1nm thick target having a refractive index of 1.53 on the surface of the metallic film. The gold nano-grating had a 100 nm periodicity and the effect of nano-grating groove width ‘$W$’ on the differential reflectance spectra is shown for the following values of periodicity ‘$P$’: (a) 50 nm, (b) 100 nm, (c) 150 nm, (d) 200 nm.
changed. We observe from Figs. 11a that while the maximum possible value of differential reflectance signals (peak maxima) of 0.63 or 63% can be obtained from gold nano-gratings with a value of ‘\(W\)’ of 3 nm and a periodicity of 50 nm, Figs. 11b-d show that the maximum values of differential reflectance signals are ~0.44 or 44% when the periodicity is 100 nm while it is ~0.35 or 35% and ~0.29 or 29% when the periodicities are 150 nm and 200 nm respectively (for ‘\(W\)’ being 3 nm). Although the differential reflectance values for ‘\(W\)’ = 3nm provide an indication of the limit of the narrow groove sensors being described in this paper, this gap dimension is almost impossible to achieve by employing the current nanofabrication technologies. On the other hand, one can observe that the maximum values of differential reflectance signals are ~0.22 or 22% when the periodicity is 50 nm while it is ~0.17 or 17% when the periodicity is 100 nm for the value of ‘\(W\)’ = 7nm, a gap dimension that could possibly be realized considering some of the recent developments in nanofabrication methodologies.

Figure 12 shows the effect of groove width ‘\(W\)’ on the amplitude of the differential reflectance (peak maxima – peak minima) signals obtained from gold nano-gratings. From Fig. 11, there are several plasmon modes that are coupled into the narrow groove nano-gratings. In order to obtain the value of the differential reflectance that is plotted in Fig. 12, we selected the plasmon mode that had the highest value of the amplitude of the differential reflectance in the spectral region 450 nm-1600 nm - the region of interest for developing the surface plasmon sensors. The dashed lines provide the baseline value of the amplitude of differential reflectance for a planar gold film evaluated using the Kretschmann configuration and employing wavelength interrogation. In Fig. 12a the plasmon resonance related dips in the reflectance spectra (before and after the localized refractive index change) - as well as the maxima and the minima in the differential reflectance curves - are considered for wavelengths less than 1600 nm, while in Fig. 12b, the plasmon resonance related dips in the reflectance spectra are considered for wavelengths less than 800 nm. From a practical experimental standpoint, silicon photodetectors (spectrum wavelength range 190 - 1100 nm) can be employed for plasmon resonance peak measurements below 800 nm, while for measurements in the spectral region 800 nm-1600 nm, germanium or indium gallium arsenide photodetectors could be employed. From Fig. 12a, the value of the amplitude of the differential reflectance is higher for nano-gratings - having groove width ‘\(W\)’ below ~12.5 nm and having ‘\(P\)’ equal to 50 nm and 100 nm - than that obtained for a planar gold film evaluated using the Kretschmann configuration (not normalized). Similarly, from Fig. 12a, the value of the amplitude of the differential reflectance is higher for nano-gratings - having groove width ‘\(W\)’ below 10 nm and having ‘\(P\)’ equal to 150 nm and 200 nm - than that obtained for a planar gold film evaluated using the Kretschmann configuration (not normalized). Figure 12b shows the maximum value of the amplitude of the differential reflectance (for both nano-gratings and continuous thin films) when the plasmon resonance related dips in the reflectance spectra are considered for wavelengths less than 800 nm. We can observe from Fig. 12b that the value of the amplitude of the differential reflectance is higher for nano-gratings - having ‘\(W\)’ below 14 nm for ‘\(P\)’ equal to 50 nm and 100 nm, ‘\(W\)’ below 18 nm for ‘\(P\)’ equal to 150 nm, and ‘\(W\)’ below 20 nm for ‘\(P\)’ equal to 200 nm - than that obtained for a planar gold film evaluated using the Kretschmann configuration (not normalized). Moreover we can see from Fig. 12a that the value of the amplitude of the differential reflectance is higher for nano-gratings - having values of ‘\(W\)’ less than ~7 nm for ‘\(P\)’ equal to 50nm and 100 nm, ‘\(W\)’ less than 7.5 nm for ‘\(P\)’ equal to 150 nm, and ‘\(W\)’ less than 8 nm for ‘\(P\)’ equal to 200 nm - than that obtained for a planar gold film evaluated using the Kretschmann configuration that are normalized such that the surface area of the continuous gold film is equivalent to that of the nano-gratings. Hence, one can attribute the increase in the amplitude of differential reflectance signals as ‘\(W\)’ is decreased below 10 nm not just to an increase in the surface area (on developing a nano-grating on the plasmonic film) but also an increase in the EM fields.
Fig. 12. RCWA calculations showing the effect of groove width ‘W’ on the amplitude of the differential reflectance (peak maxima – peak minima) signals obtained from gold nano-gratings, when the plasmon resonance related dips in the reflectance spectra (before and after the localized refractive index change) - as well as the maxima and the minima in the differential reflectance curves - are considered (a) for wavelengths less than 1600 nm and (b) for wavelengths less than 800 nm. The gold nano-grating had a 100 nm periodicity and the effect of nano-grating groove width ‘W’ on the differential reflectance amplitude is plotted for different values of periodicity ‘P’: 50 nm (continuous light green line), 100 nm (continuous red line), 150 nm (continuous dark green line), and 200 nm (continuous blue line). The differential reflectance curves were obtained for a change of the localized refractive index - 1 nm above the metallic film surface of a narrow groove gold nano-grating - from n = 1.33 to n = 1.53 upon binding of a 1nm thick target having a refractive index of 1.53 on the surface of the
metallic film. The dashed black line provides the baseline value of the amplitude of differential reflectance for a planar gold film evaluated using the Kretschmann configuration and employing wavelength interrogation. The other dashed lines provide the baseline values of the amplitude of differential reflectance for a planar gold film - evaluated using Kretschmann configuration and employing wavelength interrogation - that are normalized such that the planar gold film would have equivalent surface area as would be present in gold nano-gratings of groove periodicity \( P \) when the value of \( P \) is 50 nm (dashed light green line), 100 nm (dashed dark green line), and 200 nm (dashed blue line).

inside the narrow grooves of the nano-gratings, when surface plasmon modes are coupled to the nano-gratings. Moreover we can see from Fig. 12b that the value of the amplitude of the differential reflectance is higher for nano-gratings - having values of \( W \) less than \(-7.5\) nm for \( P \) equal to 50 nm, \( W \) less than \(8.5\) nm for \( P \) equal to 100 nm, and \( W \) less than \(9\) nm for \( P \) equal to 150 nm and 200 nm - than that obtained for a planar gold film evaluated using the Kretschmann configuration that are normalized such that the surface area of the continuous gold film is equivalent to that of the nano-gratings.

A trend similar to that shown in Fig. 11 is also observed in Figs. 13a-13d for silver nano-gratings. Similarly, we observe from Figs. 13a that while the maximum possible value of differential reflectance signal of \(-0.75\) or \(75\%\) can be obtained from silver nano-gratings.
with a value of ‘W’ of 3 nm and a periodicity of 50 nm. Figs. 13b-d shows that the maximum values of differential reflectance signals are 0.57 or 57% (for ‘W’ being 3 nm, a gap dimension that is almost impossible to achieve by the current nanofabrication technologies) when the periodicity is 100 nm while it is ~0.47 or 47% and ~0.41 or 41% when the periodicities are 150 nm and 200 nm respectively. On the other hand we can observe from Fig. 13b that maximum values of differential reflectance signals above 0.25 or 25% can be obtained for silver nano-gratings (nano-grating ‘P’ and ‘H’ being 100 nm) having the value of ‘W’ being as high as 10 nm, while the maximum values of differential reflectance signals of ~0.16 or 16% can be obtained for the value of ‘W’ being as high as 15 nm – both values of ‘W’ (10 nm and 15 nm) are realizable due to the recent developments in nanofabrication.

Figure 14 shows the effect of decreasing groove width ‘W’ on the increase in the amplitude of the differential reflectance (peak maxima – peak minima) signals obtained from silver nano-gratings. One can observe from Fig. 14a that the value of the amplitude of the differential reflectance is higher for nano-gratings - having groove width ‘W’ below 18 nm for ‘P’ lying between 50 and 200 nm - than that obtained for a planar silver film evaluated using the Kretschmann configuration (not normalized). Moreover, from Fig. 14a, the value of the amplitude of the differential reflectance is higher for nano-gratings - having ‘W’ less than 12 nm for ‘P’ equal to 200 nm, having ‘W’ less than 11.5 nm for ‘P’ equal to 150 nm, having ‘W’ less than 11 nm for ‘P’ equal to 100 nm, and having ‘W’ less than 7.5 nm for ‘P’ equal to 50 nm - than that obtained for a planar silver film evaluated using the Kretschmann configuration that are normalized such that the surface area of the continuous silver film is equivalent to that of the nano-gratings. From Figs. 12a and 14a, one can observe that the decrease in the differential reflectance signals as the value of ‘W’ is increased above 10 nm is greater in the case of gold nano-gratings as compared to silver nano-gratings. From Fig. 14b, the value of the amplitude of the differential reflectance is higher for nano-gratings - having groove width ‘W’ below 17 nm for ‘P’ lying between 50 and 200 nm - than that obtained for a planar silver film evaluated using the Kretschmann configuration (not normalized). Moreover, from Fig. 14b, the value of the amplitude of the differential reflectance is higher for nano-gratings - having ‘W’ less than 12.5 nm for ‘P’ equal to 200 nm, having ‘W’ less than 12 nm for ‘P’ equal to 150 nm and 100 nm, and having ‘W’ less than 7.5 nm for ‘P’ equal to 50 nm - than that obtained for a planar silver film evaluated using the Kretschmann configuration that are normalized such that the surface area of the continuous silver film is equivalent to that of the nano-gratings. These dimensions of nano-gratings gaps - especially gap dimensions in the range of 10-18 nm - and periodicities can be fabricated due to the advances in nanolithography in the last few years [43–50]. For more sensitive sensors, sub-10 nm gaps between the nanolines in the plasmonic nano-gratings need to be fabricated. Their fabrication could be carried out by employing some these processes [49, 50] or other nanolithography processes that have been recently developed [51–54].

The calculations described in this paper have shown that SPR sensing using narrow groove plasmonic nano-gratings cannot only enable direct coupling of normally incident light into surface plasmons, it can also lead to substantially higher differential reflectance signals - on localized change of refractive index in the narrow groove plasmonic gratings - as compared to those obtained from conventional SPR based sensing based on continuous metallic films and the Kretschmann configuration. These SPR sensors could be employed either as surface plasmon resonance sensors using the spectral interrogation method (for point measurements) or as surface plasmon resonance imaging (SPRI) sensors.
Fig. 14. RCWA calculations showing the effect of groove width $W$ on the amplitude of the differential reflectance (peak maxima – peak minima) signals obtained from silver nano-gratings, when the plasmon resonance related dips in the reflectance spectra (before and after the localized refractive index change) - as well as the maxima and the minima in the differential reflectance curves - are considered (a) for wavelengths less than 1600 nm and (b) for wavelengths less than 800 nm. The silver nano-grating had a 100 nm periodicity and the effect of nano-grating groove width $W$ on the differential reflectance amplitude is plotted for different values of periodicity $P$: 50 nm (continuous light green line), 100 nm (continuous red line), 150 nm (continuous dark green line), and 200 nm (continuous blue line). The differential reflectance curves were obtained for a change of the localized refractive index - 1 nm above
the metallic film surface of a narrow groove silver nano-grating - from \( n = 1.33 \) to \( n = 1.53 \) upon binding of a 1 nm thick target having a refractive index of 1.53 on the surface of the metallic film. The dashed black line provides the baseline value of the amplitude of differential reflectance for a planar silver film evaluated using the Kretschmann configuration and employing wavelength interrogation. The other dashed lines provide the baseline values of the amplitude of differential reflectance for a planar silver film - evaluated using Kretschmann configuration and employing wavelength interrogation - that are normalized such that the planar silver film would have equivalent surface area as would be present in silver nano-gratings of groove periodicity 'P' when the value of 'P' is 50 nm (dashed light green line), 100 nm (dashed red line), 150 nm (dashed dark green line), and 200 nm (dashed blue line).

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have described a novel surface plasmon resonance sensing configuration that is based on narrow groove plasmonic nano-grating structures. The gold and silver nano-gratings have nano-scale gaps, between the nanolines in the gratings, smaller than 15 nm and allow normally incident radiation to be coupled into surface plasmons without the use of the Kretschmann configuration. We employed Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis (RCWA) calculations to study the effect of the nano-gratings’ parameters - such as periodicity, spacing between the nanolines, and the height of the nanolines - on their plasmon resonance wavelengths as well as to optimize these parameters to obtain the highest sensitivity of the nano-gratings to localized changes in refractive index when they are employed as SPR sensors. The RCWA calculations demonstrate that - even for grooves with small heights - much higher (several folds) values of differential reflectance signals are obtained from narrow groove plasmonic gratings as compared to those obtained from conventional SPR sensors that are based on planar plasmonic films and the Kretschmann configuration. The narrow groove nano-grating based SPR sensors would lead to the development of more robust SPR sensors as the coupling of normally incident radiation to surface plasmons eliminates the angular dependence requirements of SPR based sensing. Such narrow groove nano-grating based SPR sensors should find application for extremely sensitive detection of chemical and biological molecules based on surface plasmon resonance sensing and imaging.
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